The acoustic properties of normal and imbedded bovine bone as measured by acoustic microscopy.
The acoustic impedance of bovine femoral cortical bone was measured with a scanning acoustic microscope used in the reflection mode. The bone was measured in the unimbedded state and after plastic imbedding. The acoustic impedance of the unimbedded specimens was also measured with a standard transmission ultrasonic technique. For the unimbedded bovine specimens there was a good correlation between the bulk transmission impedance and the reflection surface impedance (r2 = 0.976) and the values were 9.32 and 9.29 MRayls, respectively. Plastic imbedding produced a consistent and statistically significant increase in the acoustic impedance of the bone (9.71 MRayls). This experiment verified the use of acoustic microscopy as a quantitative materials analysis technique and it demonstrated the potential for material property analysis of imbedded bone.